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a b s t r a c t
A ZK60 magnesium alloy was processed by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) at 473 K to produce a
grain size of ∼0.8 m and it was then tested under dynamic conditions at strain rates up to 4.0 × 103 s−1
using a split-Hopkinson bar. The stress–strain curves in dynamic testing exhibited upwards concave curvature suggesting the occurrence of twinning. Examination by transmission electron microscopy showed
that dislocation slip played a major role in the ﬂow behavior with dislocation accumulation as the
main source of work hardening. An identiﬁcation of Burgers vectors revealed the extensive presence
of prismatic dislocations. Rod-shaped Mg1 (Zn,Zr)1 precipitates present in the as-received alloy become
fragmented and overaged during ECAP.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Magnesium alloys have received considerable attention in
recent years because of their low density and high speciﬁc strength.
These alloys are attractive engineering materials for use in a wide
range of aerospace, automotive and other applications and also they
are potential candidate materials for use in armor applications. Nevertheless, the relatively low strength of Mg alloys has hindered their
utilization and accordingly considerable effort has been expended
in recent research to exploring approaches that may be used to
attain higher strength.
Grain reﬁning is an effective procedure for achieving both high
strength and reasonable ductilities at room temperature together
with possible superplastic forming capabilities at elevated temperatures. It is well established that the application of severe
plastic deformation (SPD) is effective in producing signiﬁcant grain
reﬁnement in many metals [1] and this may be achieved using
procedures such as equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) where
a sample is pressed through a die constrained within a channel
bent through a sharp angle [2]. Although ECAP may be applied
relatively easily to achieve grain reﬁnement in f.c.c. metals, it is
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less easy to use the same procedure with h.c.p. metals such as
magnesium because the grain reﬁnement is heterogeneous and
markedly dependent upon the initial grain structure of the alloy [3].
Early experiments demonstrated the difﬁculty of attaining reﬁnement to the submicrometer level in pure Mg and a magnesium
alloy when pressing from the cast condition [4] but subsequently
it was shown that bulk ultraﬁne-grained (UFG) Mg alloys may
be achieved by using a two-step procedure in which the alloy is
initially extruded prior to processing by ECAP [5]. This approach,
termed EX-ECAP, has now been used successfully for achieving signiﬁcant grain reﬁnement in a range of magnesium-based alloys
[6–11].
For many potential vehicular and armor applications, magnesium alloys should be examined under conditions of dynamic
loading at room temperature using strain rates up to at least 103 s−1 ,
where these high rates may be used to evaluate the resistance
to damage from the impact of foreign objects at high speeds. To
date, only very limited information is available on the dynamic
properties of any Mg alloys. For example, early research documented the mechanical properties of a WE43 (Mg–Y–Nd–Zr) alloy
under dynamic loading using a modiﬁed Hopkinson pressure bar
and described high energy absorption and an elongation to failure of ∼20% [12]. There is also a later report describing high strain
rate behavior in an extruded ZK60 (Mg–Zn–Zr) alloy where both
the strength and ductility were improved at grain sizes down to
∼2 m [13]. Although these latter results are attractive, more recent
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experiments have shown that processing by ECAP may be used to
achieve even smaller grain sizes, in the submicrometer range, in the
ZK60 alloy [14–16].
Accordingly, the present investigation was initiated with two
objectives. First, to process a commercial ZK60 alloy by ECAP to
achieve a UFG structure and to test under dynamic loading at strain
rates up to 4.0 × 103 s−1 . Second, to provide a ﬁrst report characterizing the microstructure and the deformation behavior of a
magnesium alloy subjected to dynamic testing after ECAP.
2. Experimental material and procedures
The experiments were conducted using a commercial ZK60 alloy
obtained from the Timminco Corporation (Aurora, CO) and containing, in wt%, Mg–5.5% Zn–0.5% Zr. The alloy was received in the form
of extruded rods with diameters of 10 mm and an initial grain size of
∼2.9 m. The processing by ECAP was performed using billets with
lengths of 60 mm which were pressed through a solid die having an
angle between the two parts of the channel of ˚ = 90◦ and an outer
arc of curvature at the intersection of the two parts of  ≈ 20◦ . It can
be shown that these values of ˚ and  lead to an imposed strain
of ∼1 on each pass through the die [17]. Repetitive pressings were
conducted for 8 passes at a temperature of 473 K using processing
route Bc in which every billet is rotated by 90◦ in the same sense
between each pass [18].
Following ECAP, cylindrical and rectangular cuboid samples
were cut from the billets using a wire electrical discharge machine
(EDM) and these samples were lapped with a precision lapping ﬁxture to give parallel end surfaces and variations in length of <5 m
over the longest dimension. The cylindrical specimens were used to
record the stress–strain behavior and the cuboidal specimens were
used to obtain photographic images during dynamic testing with a
high-speed camera. Samples were prepared in two different conﬁgurations in which the loading axes were oriented: either longitudinal (parallel to the pressing direction) or transverse (in-plane, perpendicular to the pressing direction and parallel to the entry channel of the die). The circumferential surface was cut using a wire EDM
and a special ﬁxture was employed to ensure right circular cylindrical specimens. Quasi-static tests were conducted for comparison
purposes and in these tests the interfaces between the specimens
and the pressure bars were lubricated with a mixture of grease and
an MoS2 powder lubricant to reduce the frictional effects.
Compression Kolsky bar (or split-Hopkinson pressure bar) tests
[19] were conducted to obtain the compressive response at high
strain rates up to >103 s−1 . The cylindrical specimens were 5 mm
in diameter and with a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.6 in accordance with standard practice for metallic specimens in the Kolsky
bar tests. The cuboidal specimens had a square cross-section of
4 mm × 4 mm with a similar height-to-width ratio. For both conﬁgurations, the interfaces between the specimens and the bars were
adequately lubricated as in the quasi-static tests. A digital highspeed camera (DRS Hadland Ultra 8), with the ability to record eight
frames at a rate of 108 frames per second, was synchronized with
the Kolsky bar system to record the deformation and failure of the
specimens in dynamic loading. The cuboidal specimens were polished on one rectangular surface to a mirror-like ﬁnish and this
surface was used to record images with the high-speed camera.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimens were prepared from the untested and tested samples for microstructural
examination. The specimens were mechanically polished down to
∼130 m on a series of sand papers down to 800 grit. Care was taken
to avoid water contamination during the ﬁnal polishing. Disks of
3 mm diameter were then mechanically punched out of the polished samples and these disks were polished using a Tenupol-3
electropolisher. After electropolishing, the specimens were cleaned
by ion-milling for ∼0.5 h using gentle conditions of a low incident

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the extruded ZK60 Mg alloy showing the presence of rodshaped precipitates.

angle and a low voltage. Liquid nitrogen was applied during the ionmilling. The electron-transparent specimens were examined using
a Philips 420 TEM at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed
using a nano-sized beam in a high resolution TEM in order to reduce
the excitation volume and identify the precipitates in the UFG ZK60
alloy. The measured spectra were compared directly with the spectra obtained from the as-received extruded alloy.
3. Experimental results
3.1. Microstructural characteristics
Fig. 1 shows a TEM micrograph of the microstructure of the commercial extruded as-received ZK60 alloy. It is apparent that many
precipitates are present and many of these precipitates are rodshaped although some spherical particles are also visible. There is
also evidence for some dislocation interactions with the rod-shaped
precipitates in this initial extruded condition.
Examples of the microstructures of the UFG ZK60 alloy processed through 8 passes by ECAP are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a)
at the lower magniﬁcation, there is a distribution of reasonably
equiaxed grains with a measured average grain size of ∼0.8 m. In
this condition the grain boundaries appear to have predominantly
high-angles of misorientation and this is consistent with the high
superplastic elongations that are a feature of this alloy when testing
in tension at elevated temperatures [16]. Fig. 2(b) shows a higher
magniﬁcation and the arrow denotes a row of dislocations which
appear to separate a grain into sub-grains.
It is important to note from the TEM images in Fig. 2 that
processing by ECAP changes the morphology of the precipitates.
Whereas there is evidence for many rod-shaped precipitates in the
as-received condition in Fig. 1, after ECAP in Fig. 2 the precipitates are generally spherical with sizes below ∼100 nm and with
a reasonably uniform distribution both throughout the grains and
along the grain boundaries. The nature of the precipitates was analyzed by EDS in both the extruded condition and after ECAP and
the results are shown in Fig. 3. In the extruded condition shown in
Fig. 3(a) the majority of the rod-shaped precipitates are identiﬁed
as Mg1 (Zn,Zr)1 , whereas after ECAP shown in Fig. 3(b) the rounded
particles are Mg1 (Zn,Zr)1 and Mg1 Zn1 .
3.2. High strain rate compression testing
An example of dynamic testing is shown in Fig. 4 for a cuboidal
specimen tested at a rate of 2.0 × 103 s−1 . The plot shows true
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Fig. 2. Characterization of the microstructure after ECAP at (a) low and (b) high
magniﬁcations: the grain size was measured as ∼800 nm.

stress versus time and superimposed are a series of digital images
recorded on the specimen surface at different stages of the dynamic
testing and captured using the high-speed camera. These images
reveal the presence of shear bands at the higher strains and it is
apparent that these bands lead ultimately to failure of the sample.
Representative plots of true stress versus true strain in compression are shown in Fig. 5 for both the longitudinal (L) and transverse
(T) samples using a series of strain rates from a quasi-static test at
1.0 × 10−3 s−1 to dynamic testing up to 4.0 × 103 s−1 . Inspection of
these curves shows that the initial ﬂow stress exhibits only a very
minor dependence on strain rate whereas the rate of strain hardening and the ultimate strength are strain rate dependent. For the
in-plane dynamic tests labeled L, the initial ﬂow stresses are consistently of the order of ∼200–230 MPa. There is also an apparent
upper yield point and an inﬂection of the curve in the dynamic tests
conducted at very rapid strain rates.
Considering the longitudinal and transverse tests conducted
at the fastest strain rate, it is apparent that the initial ﬂow
stresses are similar at ∼210 MPa and the ﬂow stresses are similar,
∼340–360 MPa, at high strains of ∼0.15. However, despite this overall similarity, the curvature of the stress–strain curve is markedly
different for the transverse specimen.
Although the longitudinal response of the UFG ZK60 alloy at
dynamic strain rates is reasonably similar for the different strain
rates, Fig. 5 shows that the peak stress increases at the higher
strain rates. Furthermore, the strain hardening rate for each sample is readily divisible into two stages where there is a stage I from
yielding to a strain level of ∼7.5% in which the rate of hardening

Fig. 3. An EDS analysis of precipitates in the ZK60 alloy (a) in the extruded condition
and (b) after processing by ECAP.

is relatively low and then a stage II from ∼7.5% to failure in which
there is an increasing rate of strain hardening. By contrast, for the
transverse specimen the behavior is different because the rate of
strain hardening is gradually reduced throughout the test.
3.3. Dislocation structures after high strain rate deformation
Fig. 6 shows examples of the dislocation structures after
dynamic testing of an in-plane sample at 4.0 × 103 s−1 . These and

Fig. 4. A plot of true stress against time for a sample tested dynamically at a rate of
2 × 103 s−1 : the digital images were recorded using a high-speed camera and they
reveal the development of shear bands in the later stages of deformation.
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ple of three arrays of dislocations impinging upon each other and
thereby creating a lock that will serve as an obstacle to further dislocation slip. There is a well-deﬁned dislocation network in Fig. 6(b)
and the arrow marks an example of a dislocation pile-up against a
precipitate located in a grain boundary.
4. Discussion
4.1. Nature of the precipitate morphology

Fig. 5. Plots of true stress versus true strain for the ZK60 alloy processed by ECAP
and tested in compression under quasi-static or dynamic conditions: the labels L
and T denote testing in the longitudinal direction (parallel to the pressing direction)
and the transverse direction (in-plane, parallel to the entry channel).

other similar observations showed that the dislocation density in
these samples is extremely high. Fig. 6(a) depicts a high density
of dislocations, very clear evidence for dislocation interactions and
extensive dislocation tangles. The arrow in Fig. 6(a) shows an exam-

An important ﬁrst conclusion from this work is that the rodshaped precipitates visible in the extruded condition in Fig. 1 are
absent after processing by 8 passes of ECAP as shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
the imposition of a high hydrostatic stress in ECAP at 473 K has a
major effect on the nature of the precipitate morphology.
There is evidence from experiments conducted on an aluminum
alloy that processing by ECAP at an elevated temperature may lead
to signiﬁcant precipitate fragmentation [20,21]. However, the ZK60
alloy is a precipitation-hardening magnesium alloy having zinc as
its main alloying element. Furthermore, the precipitation kinetics of
Mg–Zn alloys is well documented [22–26] and results are also available for the ZK60 alloy [27]. Thus, the main precipitate in this system
is Mg1 Zn1 which may occur as a transition phase (Mg1 Zn1 ) with a
rod-shaped conﬁguration lying perpendicular to the basal plane or
as an equilibrium phase (Mg1 Zn1 ) with a disk shape lying parallel to
the basal plane [22–26]. Since basal slip is the primary slip system,
the former will constitute a more efﬁcient obstacle for dislocations
and thus a peak strength is anticipated when the majority of precipitates occur as Mg1 Zn1 . The transition phase precipitates form
in the early stages of aging and they may change into the equilibrium phase due to overaging. Since the present results show that
rod-shaped precipitates are present in the extruded alloy but not
after processing by ECAP at 473 K, it is reasonable to conclude that
the ZK60 alloy undergoes overaging during ECAP. This is reasonable considering both the high temperature used for ECAP and the
high imposed strains which will generate excess vacancies [28] and
may thereby accelerate the aging process. The smaller size of the
precipitates after ECAP suggests that the initial rod-shaped precipitates are also fragmented prior to overaging, and this is consistent
with data reported for an aluminum 7034 alloy where precipitate
fragmentation occurred primarily in the ﬁrst pass of ECAP [20,21].
Finally, it should be noted that the change in the precipitates from
Mg1 Zn1 to Mg1 Zn1 will reduce the strength of the alloy because the
latter precipitate is a less efﬁcient obstacle for dislocation motion
on the basal planes.
4.2. The occurrence of twinning in the ZK60 alloy

Fig. 6. Representative dislocation structures in the ZK60 alloy after dynamic testing
at a strain rate of 4.0 × 103 s−1 : the arrow in (a) shows three arrays of dislocations
impinging together and the arrow in (b) shows a dislocation pile-up against a precipitate in a grain boundary.

The stress–strain curves in Fig. 5 for the quasi-static and dynamic
compression tests conducted in the longitudinal direction show
relatively similar stress levels. Furthermore, the dynamic curves
exhibit an upward concave appearance and this is generally considered as indicative of the occurrence of twinning in Mg alloys
[29–32] and Zr [33]. For the quasi-static test the initial stress is
similar but there is signiﬁcantly less curvature, thereby leading to
a lower ﬂow stress at the high strains. By contrast, the dynamic test
conducted in the transverse direction exhibits a downward concave
appearance which is consistent with slip-controlled deformation.
The similar stress levels for the tests carried out at different
strain rates in the longitudinal direction shows that the deformation
mechanism in the initial stages of ﬂow is relatively insensitive to
strain rate and this is consistent with the assumption of a constant
stress for the activation of twinning [34]. The lower rate of strain
hardening observed in the quasi-static test suggests that there is
less twinning under these conditions because the twin boundaries
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will act as obstacles for dislocation slip and increase the strain hardening. This conclusion is reasonable because it is known that the
tendency for twinning tends to increase with increasing strain rate
[34].
The absence of any evidence for twinning when testing in the
transverse direction may be explained by the orientation character
of twinning in low symmetry materials such as magnesium alloys.
Processing by ECAP is known to impose a preferential texture in
magnesium alloys and this leads to a signiﬁcant anisotropy in the
mechanical behavior [35]. It is reasonable to anticipate, therefore,
that the tendency for twinning will vary in a manner that is dependent upon the testing orientation. This is supported by the results in
a ﬁne-grained and coarse-grained magnesium alloy which exhibit
different behavior depending on the orientation of the compression loading axis [31]. The difference in ﬂow behavior is attributed
to the occurrence of twining which is orientation dependent.
Although upward concave curvature is an inherent feature of
the stress–strain curves and this is consistent with the occurrence
of twinning in dynamic testing in the longitudinal direction, it is
important to note that twinning generally becomes less prevalent
when the grain size is reduced [33]. For example, experiments on
the ZK60 alloy showed no evidence for twinning at a grain size of
∼2 m [36] and tensile tests on an AZ31 (Mg–3% Al–0.75% Zn–0.25%
Mn) alloy suggested the role of twinning was minor by comparison with the effect of grain size [37]. There is evidence with the
AZ31 alloy for twinning-controlled ﬂow at room temperature for
grain sizes as ﬁne as 3 m [29] but relatively little twinning when
the grain size is ∼1.4 m [31]. Accordingly, in the present experiments on the ZK60 alloy where the grain size is only ∼0.8 m, it is
reasonable to anticipate the overall role of twinning may be fairly
minor.

the prismatic a dislocations may be explained by noting that the
CRSS for basal a dislocation is very low [39] so that the basal a
dislocations are generally considered as the main source of plastic
strain [40,41]. However, if slip is restricted to the basal plane it fails
to satisfy the von Mises criterion of at least ﬁve independent slip
systems and therefore, in addition to limited twinning, cross-slip
will activate a dislocations on the non-basal planes. It has been
shown that the grain boundaries play a key role in the activation
of non-basal slip due to compatibility effects and this means that
the cross-slip region may extend to the entire grain volume when
the grain size is reduced from ∼50 to ∼7 m [42]. The dislocation
structures shown in Fig. 6 provide evidence for the development of
high stresses near precipitates and grain boundaries and this will
also facilitate the activation of non-basal slip systems.
An earlier report documented an improved strength and ductility during the dynamic testing of a ﬁne-grained ZK60 alloy
compared to the coarse-grained structure and it was concluded
that grain reﬁnement is effective in introducing a high capacity for
energy absorption during dynamic deformation [13]. Speciﬁcally,
these experiments gave an initial ﬂow stress of up to ∼400 MPa
when testing with an average grain size of ∼4 m. This result is
important because of the potential for utilizing this alloy in vehicular or armor applications. Nevertheless, the present results show a
reduced strength of ∼210 MPa after ECAP despite the production of
a signiﬁcantly smaller average grain size of ∼0.8 m. This apparent
discrepancy is due to the microstructural features present in the
alloy after ECAP and especially with the change in the morphology of the precipitates due to the high imposed pressures and the
occurrence of overaging.

4.3. Characteristic features of dynamic ﬂow

1. Billets of a commercial extruded ZK60 magnesium alloy were
processed by equal-channel angular pressing for 8 passes at 473 K
to reﬁne the grain size to ∼0.8 m.
2. Compression tests were conducted under dynamic conditions
at strain rates up to 4.0 × 103 s−1 using a split-Hopkinson bar.
The resulting stress–strain curves exhibit an upwards concave
curvature which is generally interpreted as indicative of the
occurrence of twinning.
3. An examination of the precipitate morphology suggests the
occurrence of fragmentation and overaging during ECAP due to
the high hydrostatic stress imposed in ECAP and the relatively
high pressing temperature.
4. An examination by transmission electron microscopy after high
strain rate deformation reveals a very high dislocation density
and the presence of both basal and prismatic dislocations.

It is apparent from Fig. 6 that the dislocation density is very high
after dynamic deformation at very rapid strain rates. This high density hinders any measurements of the individual Burgers vectors
because of the overlapping strain ﬁelds. Nevertheless, some information may be extracted from the microstructural observations.
There is evidence for abundant dislocation tangles in Fig. 6(a)
and (b) there is a well-deﬁned dislocation network of dislocations
piled up against a precipitate in a grain boundary. These dislocations at different orientations make an angle of about 60◦ with each
other thereby suggesting they are either basal a or prismatic a
dislocations. If the dislocations are basal a type, then all three-slip
systems on the basal plane must be activated within this grain. In
the plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials, dislocation slip
is activated preferentially in those grains having orientations that
satisfy the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS). This means those
slip systems favorably orientated with large Schmid factors are activated ﬁrst. Hence, for the grain shown in Fig. 6(b), it is assumed that
this high density of dislocations is of the prismatic a type. Practically, to distinguish the prismatic a from the basal a dislocations
requires adequately selected zone axes and a weak-beam dark-ﬁeld
technique [38]. For instance, zone axes parallel to the basal plane
such as [2 1̄ 1̄ 0] and [0 1 1̄ 0] may be used to image the dislocations.
With these zone axes, the basal a dislocations lie roughly parallel
to each other. In the present TEM observations, the density of the
basal a dislocations was low.
These observations suggest that the pronounced strain hardening in the later stage of plastic deformation at the dynamic
strain rates is probably due to the generation of new prismatic
dislocations. As the dislocation density is drastically increased during dynamic testing, the portion of mobile dislocations decreases
because of mutual interactions between dislocations thereby giving an increase in the stress required for further ﬂow. The origin of

5. Summary and conclusions
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